UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

[Response from Member State 2017]

Arkan Sharifi
(Iraqi)
Television cameraman
Killed on 30 October 2017
[UNESCO Statement]

Harb Hazaa al-Dulaimi
(Iraqi)
Reporter
Killed on 20 July 2017
[UNESCO Statement]

Soudad al-Douri
(Iraqi)
Cameraman
Killed on 20 July 2017
[UNESCO Statement]

Véronique Robert
(French-Swiss)
Reporter
Killed on 24 June 2017
[UNESCO Statement]

Stephan Villeneuve
(French)
Reporter
Killed on 19 June 2017
[UNESCO Statement]

Bakhtyar Haddad
(Kurdish)
Journalist, fixer
Killed on 19 June 2017
[UNESCO Statement]

Shifa Zikri Ibrahim
(Iraqi)
Journalist for television broadcaster Rudaw, a Kurdish media network.
Killed on 25 February 2017 in Iraq
[UNESCO Statement]

Mohammed Thabet al-Obeidi
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

(Iraqi)
Director of local radio station Baba Gurgur, part of the Iraqiya Media Network
Killed on 6 December 2016 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Ali Resan

(Iraqi)
Cameraman for broadcaster Iraqi satellite channel Al Sumaria TV
Killed on 22 October 2016 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Ahmet Haceroğlu

(Iraqi)
Reporter for Iraqi public broadcaster Türkmeneli TV
Killed on 21 October 2016 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Ali Ghani

(Iraqi)
Broadcast technician of Iraqi satellite channel Al-Ahad TV
Killed on 20 August 2016 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Mustafa Saeed

(Iraqi)
Kurdistan TV cameraman
Killed on 14 August 2016 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Widad Hussein Ali

(Iraqi)
Freelance journalist
Killed on 13 August 2016 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Ali Mahmoud
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

(Iraqi)
Cameraman for Al-Ghadeer Television
Killed on 13 July 2016 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Hassan al-Anbaki
(Iraqi)
Journalist for independent television broadcaster Al-Sharqiya
Killed on 12 January 2016 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Saif Talal
(Iraqi)
Journalist for independent television broadcaster Al-Sharqiya
Killed on 12 January 2016 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Yahya Abd Hamad
(Iraqi)
Director of Radio Rasheed
Killed on 12 September 2015 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Yahya al-Khatib
(Iraqi)
Journalist for Al-Mosuliyah and Nineveh Al-Ghad
Killed on 16 August 2015 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Ghazi Al-Obeidi
(Iraqi)
Journalist and writer
Killed on 5 August 2015 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Jalaa Al-Abadi
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

(Mosaliah TV cameraman
Killed on 15 July 2015 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Suahaa Ahmed Radhi

(Iraqi)
Editor for a Nineveh-based newspaper
Killed in early July 2015 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Majed Al Rabi’i (also known as Majid Al Rabi’i)

(Iraqi)
TV journalist for Al-Masar TV
Killed on 6 May 2015 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Raed al-Juburi

(Iraqi)
Presenter on Al-Rasheed television and columnist for Azzaman newspaper
Killed on 5 May 2015 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Firas al-Baher (also known as Firas Al-Bahri)

(Iraqi)
A producer and technician for the TV channel Nineveh al-Ghad
Killed in May 2015 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Thaer Al-Ali

(Iraqi)
Editor-in-chief of the independent Mosul daily Rai al-Nas
Killed on 26 April 2015 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Ali Al-Ansari
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

(Iraqi)
A reporter for the Iraqi Al-Ghadeer television channel
Killed on 23 January 2015 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Raad Al Azawi

(Iraqi)
Reporter for local Sama Salaheddin TV news channel
Killed on 10 October 2014 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Leyla Yildizhin

(Iraqi)
Photographer and TV journalist for the Firat News Agency
Killed on 8 August 2014 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Fadel Al-Hadidi

(Iraqi)
Writer and columnist
Killed on 15 July 2014 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Khalid Ali Hamada

(Iraqi)
Cameraman for Al-Ahad TV
Killed on 15 June 2014 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Kamran Najm Ibrahim

(Iraqi)
A freelance photographer
Killed on 12 June 2014 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Mohammed Bdaiwi Owaid al-Shammari
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

(Iraqi)
Baghdad Bureau Chief of Radio Free Iraq (al-Iraq al-Hurr)
Killed on 22 March 2014 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Khaled Abdel Thamer

(Iraqi)
Cameraman for Al-Iraqia TV
Killed on 9 March 2014 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Muthanna Abdul Hussein

(Iraqi)
Cameraman for Al-Iraqia TV
Killed on 9 March 2014 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Firas Mohammed Attiyah

(Iraqi)
Freelance reporter for Fallujah TV
Killed on 20 January 2014 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Omar Al-Dulaimy

(Iraqi)
Correspondent for the Voice of Ramadi radio
Killed on 31 December 2013 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Mohamed Abdel Hamid

(Iraqi)
Archives Manager, Salaheddin TV
Killed on 23 December 2013 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Wissam Al-Azzawi
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

(Mohamed Ahmad Al-Khatib)
(Iraqi)
Presenter, Salaheddin TV
Killed on 23 December 2013 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

(Jamal Abdel Nasser)
(Iraqi)
Cameraman, Salaheddin TV
Killed on 23 December 2013 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

(Raad Yassin)
(Iraqi)
Chief news editor, Salaheddin TV
Killed on 23 December 2013 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

(Nawras Al-Nouaimi)
(Iraqi)
Presenter for the regional satellite channel Al-Mosuliya
Killed on 15 December 2013 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

(Kawa Ahmed Germyani)
(Iraqi)
Editor of the magazine Rayal and correspondent for the Awene newspaper
Killed on 5 December 2013 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

(Adel Mohsen Hussien)
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

Wahdan Al-Hamdani
(Iraqi)
Writer and journalist
Killed on 2 December 2013 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Alaa Edwar
(Iraqi)
Cameraman for Baghdad-based satellite channel Al Taghee
Killed on 27 November 2013 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Bashar al-Nuaimi
(Iraqi)
Journalist for Al-Mousilya television channel
Killed on 24 October 2013 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Mohamed Ghanem
(Iraqi)
Journalist for the independent television channel Al-Sharqiya
Killed on 5 October 2013 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Mohamed Karim al-Badrani
(Iraqi)
Journalist for the independent television channel Al-Sharqiya
Killed on 5 October 2013 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Muwaffak al-Ani
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

(Iraqi)
Broadcaster
Killed on 6 May 2013 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Samir Al-Sheikh Ali

(Iraqi)
Editor of a website, Al-Jamahir Al-Baghdadiya (The Baghdad Masses)
Killed on 17 November 2012 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Ghazwan Anas

(Iraqi)
Sports and entertainment reporter
Killed on 31 July 2012 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Kamiran Salaheddin

(Iraqi)
TV journalist
Killed on 2 April 2012 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Hadi al-Mahdi

(Iraqi)
Radio journalist on Radio Demozy.
Killed on 8 September 2011 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Alwan al-Ghorabi

(Iraqi)
Cameraman for the Afaq satellite channel, owned by the Dawa Party of Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki.
Killed on 21 June 2011 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Taha Hameed
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

(Iraqi)
Head of al-Massar TV.
Killed on 8 April 2011 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Sabah al-Bazee

(Iraqi)
Journalist for several media organizations including Reuters, CNN and other international news outlets.
Killed on 29 March 2011 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Hilal al-Ahmadi

(Iraqi)
Freelance journalist
Killed on 17 February 2011 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Omar Rasim al-Qaysi

(Iraqi)
Journalist working for the satellite television channel Al-Anbar TV
Killed on 12 December 2010 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Mazen Mardan al-Baghdadi

(Iraqi)
Reporter for Al-Mosuliya television
Killed on 21 November 2010 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Tahrir Kadhim Jawad

(Iraqi)
Freelance cameraman
Killed on 4 October 2010 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Safaa al-Khayat
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

Riad al-Saray

(Iraqi)
Journalist for al-Iraqiya TV,
Killed on 7 September 2010 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Sardasht Osman

(Iraqi)
Reporter for Ashtiname and a regular contributor to independent news websites Sbei, Awene, Hawlati, and Lvinpress.
Killed on 6 May 2010 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Orhan Hijran

(Iraqi)
Cameraman for the Al-Rasheed art, culture and entertainment satellite channel
Killed on 21 October 2009 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Alaa Abdel-Wehab

(Iraqi)
Correspondent for the independent Iraqi television channel Al-Baghdadia
Killed on 31 May 2009 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Haider Hashim

(Iraqi)
Correspondent for the private TV broadcaster Al-Baghdadia
Killed on 10 March 2009 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Suhaib Adnan
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

(Iraqi)
Cameraman for the private TV broadcaster Al-Baghdadia
Killed on 10 March 2009 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Dyar Abas Ahmed

(Iraqi)
Report for the independent online news site Eye Iraq
Killed on 10 October 2008 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Ahmed Salim

(Iraqi)
Cameraman for al-Sharqiya television
Killed on 13 September 2008 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Ihab Mu'd

(Iraqi)
Cameraman for al-Sharqiya television
Killed on 13 September 2008 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Qaydar Sulaiman

(Iraqi)
Media worker of al-Sharqiya television
Killed on 13 September 2008 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Musab Mahmood al-Ezawi

(Iraqi)
Journalist for al-Sharqiya Television
Killed on 13 September 2008 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Soran Mama Hama
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

(Iraqi)
Journalist, Leven
Killed on 21 July 2008 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Muhieddin Abdul Hamid

(Iraqi)
Presenter, Al-Iraqiya
Killed on 17 June 2008 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Haidar Hashem Al-Husseini

(Iraqi)
Reporter, Al-Sharq
Killed on 21 May 2008 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Wissam Ali Ouda

(Iraqi)
Cameraman, Afaq TV
Killed on 21 May 2008 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Shihab al-Tamimi

(Iraqi)
President, Iraqi Syndicate of Journalists
Killed on 27 February 2008 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Hisham Mijawet Hamdan

(Iraqi)
Journalist, Al-Siyassa wal-Karar
Killed on 10 February 2008 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Shehab Mohammad al-Hiti
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

(Iraqi)
Editor, al-Youm
Killed on 28 October 2007 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Dhi Abdul-Razak al-Dibo

(Iraqi)
Freelance journalist
Killed on 15 October 2007 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Salih Saif Aldin

(Iraqi)
Reporter, Washington Post
Killed on 14 October 2007 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Jasim Nofaan

(Iraqi)
Reporter, Al Watan
Killed on 14 October 2007 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Zeyard Tariq

(Iraqi)
Reporter, Al Watan
Killed on 14 October 2007 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Mohamed Nofaan

(Iraqi)
Reporter, Al Watan
Killed on 14 October 2007 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Jawad al-Daami
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

(Iraqi)
Producer, Al-Baghdadia
Killed on 23 September 2007 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Khalid Hassan

(Iraqi)
Journalist, New York Times
Killed on 13 July 2007 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Namir Nour-Eldine

(Iraqi)
Photographer, Reuters
Killed on 12 July 2007 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Louaï Souleimane

(Iraqi)
Journalist, Nineveh
Killed on 28 June 2007 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Sarmad Hamdi Al-Hassani

(Iraqi)
Journalist, Baghdad TV
Killed on 27 June 2007 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Hamed Abd Farhan

(Iraqi)
Journalist
Killed on 26 June 2007 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Rahim al-Maliki
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

Filaih Wadi Mijthab
(Iraqi)
Managing editor, al-Sabah
Killed on 15 June 2007 in Iraq

Alef Ali Falih
(Iraqi)
Correspondent, Aswat al-Iraq (The Voice of Iraq)
Killed on 11 June 2007 in Iraq

Mohammed Hilal Karji
(Iraqi)
Journalist, Baghdad TV
Killed on 8 June 2007 in Iraq

Sahar Hussein Ali al-Haydari
(Iraqi)
Correspondent, NINA and Aswat al-Iraq
Killed on 7 June 2007 in Iraq

Saif Fakhri
(Iraqi)
Cameraman, Associated Press Television News (APTN)
Killed on 1 June 2007 in Iraq

Nizar Al-Radhi
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

Abdel-Rahman Al-Issawi

(Iraqi)
Journalism professor at Baghdad university and contributor to several newspapers
Killed on 29 May 2007 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Mahmud Hassib Al-Kassab

(Iraqi)
Editor, Al-Hawadith
Killed on 28 May 2007 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Aidan Abdallah Al-Jamiji

(Iraqi)
Head of Kirkuk television's Turkmen-language section
Killed on 26 May 2007 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Ali Khalil

(Iraqi)
Journalist, al-Zaman
Killed on 20 May 2007 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Saif Laith Yousuf

(Iraqi)
Sound engineer, ABC News
Killed on 17 May 2007 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Alaa Uldeen Aziz
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

(Arabi)
Cameraman, ABC News
Killed on 17 May 2007 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Ageel Abdul-Qader

(Arabi)
Journalist, al-Raad
Killed on 9 May 2007 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Imad Abdul-Razzaq al-Obeidi

(Arabi)
Journalist, al-Raad
Killed on 9 May 2007 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Dmitry Chebotayev

(Russian)
Photographer, Newsweek (Russia)
Killed on 6 May 2007 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Raad Mutashar

(Arabi)
Owner, Al-Raad media company
Killed on 9 May 2007 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Hamid al-Duleimi

(Arabi)
Producer of TV channel al-Nahrain
Killed on 19 March 2007 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Hussein al Jaburi
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

(Iraqi)
Editor of the daily newspaper al-Safir
Killed on 16 March 2007 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Mohan al-Zaher

(Iraqi)
Managing editor of the independent daily newspaper al-Mashreq
Killed on 4 March 2007 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Jamal al-Zubaidi

(Iraqi)
Managing editor of Baghdad newspaper al-Safir
Killed on 3 March 2007 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Fadhila Abdelkarim

(Iraqi)
Administrative staff worker of TV station Nainawa
Killed on 26 November 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Raad Jaafar Hamadi

(Iraqi)
Journalist with the daily Al Sabah
Killed on 22 November 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Luma Mohammad Reyad

(Iraqi)
Reporter for the Al Dustoor newspaper
Killed on 17 November 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Fadia Mohammed Abid
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

(Iraqi)
Journalist for local daily newspaper Al-Masar
Killed on 15 November 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Muhammad al-Ban

(Iraqi)
Reporter and cameraman for Al-Sharqiya TV
Killed on 13 November 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Aswan Lutfallah

(Iraqi)
Cameraman for the Associated Press (AP) news agency
Killed on 13 November 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Saed Mahdi Shalash

(Iraqi)
Journalist for Rayat Al Arab newspaper
Killed on 26 October 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Raed Qaies

(Iraqi)
Journalist for radio stations Sawt Al Iraq and Somer Radio
Killed on 14 October 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Abdul-Rahim Nsraallah al-Shimari

(Iraqi)
General Director of Shaabiyah television station
Killed on 12 October 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Ali Jabber
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

(Iraqi)
Bodyguard of Abdul-Rahim Nasrallah al-Shimari
Killed on 12 October 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Noufel al-Shimari

(Iraqi)
Deputy General Manager of Shaabiya television station
Killed on 12 October 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Thaker al-Shouwili

(Iraqi)
Presenter at Shaabiya television station
Killed on 12 October 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Ahmad Sha’ban

(Iraqi)
Presenter at Shaabiya television station
Killed on 12 October 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Sami Nasrallah al-Shimari

(Iraqi)
Administrative Manager of Shaabiya television station
Killed on 12 October 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Hussein Ali

(Iraqi)
Video mixer at Shaabiya television station
Killed on 12 October 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Jassem Hamad Ibrahim
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

Azad Muhammad Hussein
(Iraqi)
Reporter for Radio Dar Al-Salam
Killed on 3 October 2006 in Iraq

[SOURCE]

Safa Isma’il Enad
(Iraqi)
Freelance photographer
Killed on 12 September 2006 in Iraq

[SOURCE]

Hadi Anawi al-Joubouri
(Iraqi)
Journalist and representative of the Iraqi Journalists Syndicate in the eastern province of Diyala
Killed on 12 September 2006 in Iraq

[SOURCE]

Abden Karim al-Rubai
(Iraqi)
Editor for the daily newspaper Al-Sabah
Killed on 9 September 2006 in Iraq

[SOURCE]

Mohammad Abbas Mohammad
(Iraqi)
Editor for the Al-Bayinnah Al-Jadida newspaper
Killed on 7 August 2006 in Iraq

[SOURCE]

Ismail Amin Ali
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

(Iraqi)
Freelance journalist
Killed on 7 August 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Riyad Muhammad Ali

(Iraqi)
Reporter for the local weekly *Talafar al-Yawm*
Killed on 30 July 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Adel Najee al-Mansouri

(Iraqi)
Correspondent of Iranian satellite channel *Al-Alam*
Killed on 29 July 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Alaa Hassan

(Iraqi)
Journalist for Inter Press Service (IPS)
Killed on 7 July 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Ali Jaafar

(Iraqi)
Sports correspondent and anchor with Iraq’s state television channel Al-Iraqiya
Killed on 31 May 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Paul Douglas

(British)
CBS cameraman
Killed on 29 May 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

James Brolan
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

(British)
Soundman for CBS
Killed on 29 May 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Ahmed Kadhem

(Iraqi)
Journalist for the Al Adaalah newspaper
Killed on 10 May 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Muazaz Ahmed

(Iraqi)
Technician at Nahrein television
Killed on 8 May 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Laith Mashaan

(Iraqi)
Journalist at Nahrein television
Killed on 8 May 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Abed Shaker al Demaimi

(Iraqi)
A photographer for al Jumhureyya, al Qadeseyya and occasionally for Reuters
Killed on 7 May 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Mohammed Khamaf

(Iraqi)
Worker in printshop of the Al-Sahah newspaper
Killed on 7 May 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Saud M’Zahim Al-Hedaithi
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

(Iraqi)
Worker at Baghdadiyah TV
Killed on 5 May 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Saad Shammari

(Iraqi)
A presenter on Al-Iraqiyah television
Killed on 5 May 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Muhsin Khudhair

(Iraqi)
Editor-in-chief of the magazine Alef Ba
Killed on 13 March 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Munsuf Abdallah al-Khaldi

(Iraqi)
Présentateur de TV Baghdad
Killed on 13 March 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Khaled Mohsen

(Iraqi)
Television crew member of Al Arabiya television
Killed on 22 February 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Atwar Bahjat

(Iraqi)
Television crew member of Al Arabiya television
Killed on 22 February 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Adnan Khairallah
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

(Iraqi)
Television crew member of Al Arabiya television
Killed on 22 February 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Mahmoud Za’al

(Iraqi)
Journalist for TV Baghdad
Killed on 23 January 2006 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Mohammad Harun Hassan

(Iraqi)
Editor-in-chief of the Nabdh Al Shabeb newspaper and Executive Secretary of the Iraqi Journalists Syndicate
Killed on 20 October 2005 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Firas Maadidi

(Iraqi)
Bureau chief of the Iraqi As-Saffir newspaper.
Killed on 20 September 2005 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Fakher Haider

(Iraqi)
Journalist for the New York Times
Killed on 18 September 2005 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Hind Ismail

(Iraqi)
Journalist for the Mosul daily As-Saffir
Killed on 16 September 2005 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Walid Khaled
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

(Iraqi)
Reuters sound engineer
Killed on 28 August 2005 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Rafed Al Rubaii

(Iraqi)
Freelance contributor to the television station Al Irakiya
Killed on 27 August 2005 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Steven Vincent

(American)
Freelance reporter
Killed on 2 August 2005 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Adnan Al Bayati

(Iraqi)
Italian television stations Rai, Mediaset and TG3, and the magazine Panorama
Killed on 23 July 2005 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Khaled Sabih Al Attar

(Iraqi)
A satirical programme producer on Iraq’s Al-Irakiya television
Killed on 1 July 2005 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Najem Abed Khodair

(Iraqi)
Daily newspapers Al-Madaa and Tariq al-Shaab
Killed on 15 May 2005 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Ahmad Adam
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

(Iraqi)
Poet and writer who contributed to Al-Madaa and Sabah newspapers
Killed on 15 May 2005 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Saleh Ibrahim

(Iraqi)
Associated Press (AP) news agency
Killed on 23 April 2005 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Raeda Mohammed Wageh Wazzan

(Iraqi)
Journalist at the regional public television station Iraqiya
Killed on 25 February 2005 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Abdel Hussein Khazaal

(Iraqi)
Al-Hurra TV
Killed on 9 February 2005 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Dhia Najim

(Iraqi)
Freelancer for Reuters and The Associated Press
Killed on 1 November 2004 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Hassan Alwan

(Iraqi)
Al-Arabiya
Killed on 31 October 2004 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Ali Adnan
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

Ramziya Moushee
(Iraqi)
Al-Arabiya
Killed on 31 October 2004 in Iraq

Alahin Hussein
(Iraqi)
Al-Arabiya
Killed on 31 October 2004 in Iraq

Nabil Hussein
(Iraqi)
Al-Arabiya
Killed on 31 October 2004 in Iraq

Likaa Abdel-Razak
(Iraqi)
Journalist for Al-Charkia television
Killed on 27 October 2004 in Iraq

Dina Mohammed Hassan
(Iraqi)
Correspondent for Al-Hurriya TV
Killed on 14 October 2004 in Iraq
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

(Iraqi)
European Pressphoto Agency photographer
Killed on 14 October 2004 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Enzo Baldoni

(Italian)
Freelancer
Killed on 8 August 2004 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Nadia Nasrat

(Iraqi)
Diyala TV
Killed on 18 March 2004 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Majid Rachid

(Iraqi)
Technician *Diyala TV*
Killed on 18 March 2004 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Mohamad Ahmad

(Iraqi)
Security Guard *Diyala TV*
Killed on 18 March 2004 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Ali Al-Khatib

(Iraqi)
Al-Arabiya Television
Killed on 18 March 2004 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Ali Abdel Aziz
UNESCO Condemns Killing of Journalists
Assassinated Journalists in Iraq

(Iraqi)
Cameraman for Al-Arabiya television
Killed on 18 March 2004 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Mohammed Duraid Isa

(Iraqi)
Cable News Network
Killed on 2 February 2004 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Yasser Khatab

(Iraqi)
Driver for CNN
Killed on 27 January 2004 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

José Couso

(Spanish)
Spanish Television Channel Tele 5
Killed on 8 April 2003 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Taras Protsyuk

(Iraqi)
Reuters News Agency
Killed on 8 April 2003 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]

Tarek Ayoub

(Iraqi)
Al-Jazeera Television
Killed on 8 April 2003 in Iraq

[UNESCO Statement]